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ABSTRACT Visualizing the three-dimensional structures of a protein during its biological activity is key to understanding its

mechanism. In general, protein structure and function are pH-dependent. Changing the pH provides new insights into the mech-

anisms that are involved in protein activity. Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a signaling protein that serves as an ideal model

for time-dependent studies on light-activated proteins. Its photocycle is studied extensively under different pH conditions.

However, the structures of the intermediates remain unknown until time-resolved crystallography is employed. With the newest

beamline developments, a comprehensive time series of Laue data can now be collected from a single protein crystal. This

allows us to vary the pH. Here we present the first structure, to our knowledge, of a short-lived protein-inhibitor complex formed

in the pB state of the PYP photocycle at pH 4. A water molecule that is transiently stabilized in the chromophore active site

prevents the relaxation of the chromophore back to the trans configuration. As a result, the dark-state recovery is slowed

down dramatically. At pH 9, PYP stops cycling through the pB state altogether. The electrostatic environment in the chromo-

phore-binding site is the likely reason for this altered kinetics at different pH values.

INTRODUCTION

The water-soluble photoreceptor photoactive yellow protein

(PYP) from Halorhodospira (formerly Ectothiorhodospira)

halophila shares a common structural motif with the PAS

domain family, which is used by various organisms to

receive and transduce various kinds of signals (1–3). The

p-coumaric acid chromophore in PYP is responsible for

its yellow color and is covalently attached to the cysteine

at position 69 (4). PYP enters a reversible photocycle

after its chromophore absorbs a blue light photon. The acti-

vated protein in this photocycle initiates the signaling

machinery, which may help the bacterium to move away

from sunlight (5–7). The PYP photocycle has been studied

extensively with a variety of time-resolved techniques,

such as UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy, Fourier transform

infrared spectroscopy, NMR, and Laue crystallography

(8–17). In the dark state (pG), the phenolate oxygen of the

chromophore is deprotonated and hydrogen-bonded to

the active-site side chains of Tyr-42 and Glu-46 (18,19).

A simplified scheme of the PYP photocycle is presented

in Fig. 1.

The PYP photocycle starts with early, short-lived inter-

mediates on the picosecond timescale (20,21) (Fig. 1).

These early intermediates feature a trans to cis isomeriza-

tion of the chromophore. They decay in a few nanoseconds

to form the first long-lived intermediate pR, with red-shifted

absorption (465 nm compared with 446 nm for the dark

state). In ~200 ms pR converts to the second long-lived inter-

mediate pB, with blue-shifted absorption (355 nm). The pB

state finally reverts to the initial, dark pG state on the milli-

second timescale. Studies of the PYP photocycle under

various pH conditions are based on spectroscopic methods.

By altering the pH, investigators can gain key insights into

the mechanism of transition of intermediates (10,11,22).

However, how the pH affects the structures of the interme-

diates and, as a result, their kinetics remains elusive and

speculative. Time-resolved crystallography (23) provides

direct structural information on the atomic length scale

and with a time resolution as high as ~100 ps. Laue diffrac-

tion studies of the PYP photocycle have shown that the

pR state consists of two different structural species

(pRE46Q and pRCW) that form in parallel after the decay of

the early intermediates (12,24). In pRCW, the hydrogen

bonds of the chromophore phenolate oxygen with Glu-46

and Tyr-42 are retained (12). In pRE46Q, the hydrogen

bond of the chromophore phenolate oxygen with Glu-46 is

broken, and that with Tyr-42 is retained (12). Both pRCW

and pRE46Q convert after several 100 ms to the long-lived,

blue-shifted intermediate pB (also denoted I2 or PYPm)

(12). The hydrogen bonds with Tyr-42 and Glu-46 are

broken in this intermediate, and the chromophore ring

moiety is rotated. The phenolate oxygen is exposed to the

solvent, and Arg-52 is ejected into the solvent. The chromo-

phore protonation in the pB state seems to be the reason for

its blue-shifted absorption and has been proposed to occur

from the carboxyl side chain of Glu-46 (7,18). However,

studies of the E46Q mutant show that the chromophore
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protonation and Glu-46 deprotonation are independent

events (25), which suggests that the chromophore proton

in pB is obtained from the solvent. At the end of the photo-

cycle, with the dark-state pG formation, the chromophore

reestablishes the initial hydrogen-bond configuration with

Tyr-42 and Glu-46 and reisomerizes to the trans configura-

tion. The protein structure relaxes back to the dark-state

conformation. The protonation and deprotonation of the

chromophore and carboxyl side chain of Glu-46, respec-

tively, cause the photocycle and subsequently the protein

activity to be pH- and salt-dependent (10,11,22). Low-pH

conditions have been suggested to accelerate the first half

of the photocycle (i.e., the pR to pB transition) and decel-

erate the second half of the photocycle (i.e., the pB to pG

transition) (10,26). On the other hand, high-pH conditions

decelerate both the first half (i.e., the pR to pB transition)

and the second half of the photocycle (i.e., the pB to pG

transition) (10,26).

Here, we employ time-resolved crystallography to eluci-

date the structural basis for the pH dependence. Recent

advances in the beamline design, automation, and perfor-

mance of the BioCARS 14-ID beamline at Argonne

National Laboratory (27) allowed us to collect a comprehen-

sive time series from only one crystal (28). We are now able

to systematically vary another parameter (in this case, the

pH). The structures of photocycle intermediates at acidic

and basic pH values are reported here in concert with their

kinetics. We base our analysis on a singular value decompo-

sition (SVD) of the time-resolved x-ray data (29,30), from

which we extract the lifetimes and structures of the interme-

diates at pH 4, pH 7, and pH 9.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A detailed description of the materials and methods used in this study can

be found in the Supporting Material. In brief, PYP crystals were soaked in

stabilization buffer at pH 4, 7, and 9, and mounted in capillaries for

diffraction experiments at 25!C. Time-resolved Laue data were collected

at the Advanced Photon Source at the BioCARS 14-IDB beamline (27)

using an Opolette HEII (Opotek) nanosecond laser to initiate the photo-

cycle. A time series spanning the slower part of the photocycle (Fig. 1)

plus the dark state as a reference, each at a different pH value, was

collected on one crystal. The time-resolved Laue data were processed by

Precognition/Epinorm (RenzResearch). Weighted difference electron

density maps Drt were calculated on the absolute scale. The difference

maps were analyzed by SVD (15,29,30,32–34), and the relaxation times

ti of the kinetics were determined. The maps in the respective pR and

pB regions were averaged. The average was Fourier-inverted to yield

time-independent difference structure factors DFtind for pR and pB.

From these results, extrapolated structure factors were calculated. The

pR and pB structures were modeled into the extrapolated conventional

maps, and the atomic models were refined against the extrapolated struc-

ture factor amplitudes using the program-suite termed Crystallography &

NMR System (CNS) (35). By combining model phases with the time-inde-

pendent difference amplitudes j DFtindj, we were able to calculate new

extrapolated structure factors and extrapolated maps, and obtain better

models from the refinement.

In time-resolved diffraction experiments, each time-dependent difference

electron density map Drt in a time series may consist of a mixture of two or

more intermediates. The extent of this mixture depends on the underlying

chemical kinetic mechanism. Once the structures of the intermediates

are known, one can fit the observed time-dependent Drt by calculated

time-dependent difference electron densities using posterior analysis

(15,29). This procedure is also outlined in the Supporting Material. For

the fit, we assumed a simplified kinetic mechanism consisting of two inter-

mediates (pR and pB) and three rate coefficients kj (Fig. 2 A). The pR state

consists of two alternate conformations of the chromophore pocket residues

corresponding to the pRCW and pRE46Q structures (12). From the refined

rate coefficients of the mechanism, we calculated the concentration profiles

of the intermediates.

The atomic coordinates and time-resolved structure factor amplitudes

have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession numbers

3UMD and 3UME for the pB intermediate at pH 4 and pH 7, respectively.

RESULTS

Data collection statistics for the three crystals at pH 4, pH 7,

and pH 9 are shown in Table S1, A–C. Completeness of the

data for all crystals was considered acceptable at 1.6 Å and

excellent at 1.8 Å. We limited our analysis to 1.8 Å. Rmerge

on jFj2 is ~4.5% for pH 7,<6% for pH 4, and ~5% for pH 9,

demonstrating the excellent quality of the Laue data.

Because the data for the dark state and all of the time points

were collected from a single crystal at each pH, they are

homogeneous in completeness and Rmerge. After SVD of

the time-dependent difference maps, the right singular

vectors (RSVs) show two relaxation processes at pH 4,

pH 7, and pH 9 (Fig. 3). Note that at pH 7, there might be

a small third phase (Fig. 3 B), and at pH 9 the second relax-

ation process is barely present (Fig. 3 C). The RSVs were fit

globally by a sum of two exponentials (Fig. 3), except at

pH 7, where an attempt was made to fit three exponentials.

The relaxation times t1 and t2 obtained from this fit corre-

spond to pR and pB, respectively (12).

FIGURE 1 Simplified PYP photocycle at room temperature and neutral

pH. Intermediates GSI, I0, and I0
z are populated on the picosecond time-

scale. The pR intermediate is populated within a few nanoseconds and

has a red-shifted (465 nm) absorption maximum compared with the dark

state (446 nm). The pR state consists of two conformations: pRE46Q and

pRCW. Further rotation of the phenolate moiety forms the pB intermediate,

with blue-shifted absorption (355 nm). The pB state relaxes back to the

dark-state pG on the millisecond timescale.
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Averaged difference maps and extrapolated

electron density maps of intermediates

We confined our analysis of the difference electron density

maps to the chromophore region. The SVD analysis (30)

performed on the difference maps of pH 4, pH 7, and pH

9 gives two significant singular values for each pH (Fig. 3,

A–C). The two RSVs corresponding to these significant

values give the temporal variations of the two corresponding

LSVs. The fit of the exponential function to these RSVs is

plotted against the time points for each pH (Fig. 3). We

calculated the average difference maps of the pR and pB

states using the difference maps that correspond to structur-

ally homogeneous time points for pH 4 and pH 7, as

described in Materials and Methods. From Fig. 3, one can

identify the time points at which the signal remains tempo-

rally and locally constant, and corresponds to pure pR and

pB states. Identical difference maps (not shown) can also

be obtained by fitting a kinetic model to the RSVs and

FIGURE 3 RSVs resulting from SVD of time-dependent difference

density maps plotted against the pump-probe time delays. Two significant

vectors were fitted using two exponentials (corresponding to the relaxations

of two intermediates) at pH 4 (A), pH 7 (B), and pH 9 (C). The first RSV is

represented by circles, and the second is represented by squares. The relax-

ation times of the pR (t1) and pB (t2) states determined by the fit are marked

by vertical dashed lines. Dashed line in panel A: At pH 7, the two RSVs

were fitted by a sum of three exponentials, indicating a third intermediate

(pB2) at very low occupation with t1 ¼ 71 ms (gray dashed vertical line).

FIGURE 2 Chemical kinetic mechanism and concentration profiles at

pH 4, pH 7, and pH 9. (A) The kinetic mechanism used for the posterior

analysis. (B–D) Relative concentrations of the intermediates pR (red), pB

(blue), and pG (black) after posterior analysis at pH 4 (B), pH 7 (C), and

pH 9 (D). Relaxation times tP (dashed vertical lines) were calculated

from rate coefficients.
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projecting the LSVs to the intermediate states (30).

However, averaging the maps directly from the time courses

has the advantage of preserving the absolute scale.

Extrapolated electron density maps representing pR and

pB intermediates are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for pH 7 and

pH 4, respectively. These maps were obtained by adding

a multiple Nc of difference structure factors (DFtind) to the

calculated dark-state structure factors (Fd
calc; see Fig. S1).

To determine Nc, we plotted the integrated negative electron

density below the %0.5s level against N. At pH 7, for

example, the negative electron density appears to increase

excessively after N~15 in the case of pR, and N~25 in the

case of pB. Therefore, we used 15 & DFtind for pR, and

25 & DFtind for pB. After modeling and refinement were

completed, we recalculated new difference maps and

extrapolated maps for pR and pB using improved phases

4
new. The final pR and pB models were obtained after an

additional round of refinement as described above. The

refined pR and pB models are also shown in Figs. 4 (pH 7)

and 5 (pH 4).

At pH 9, the amplitude of the second RSV is very small.

Only one process is clearly identified with a t of 1.5 ms

(Fig. 3 C). The second process as observed at pH 4 and

pH 7 (Fig. 3, A and B) is barely visible. Nevertheless, we

attempted to extract the time-independent difference elec-

tron density maps of both pR and pB at pH 9 directly

from the SVD analysis (30) using a simple sequential model

with two rate coefficients. The results are shown in Fig. S2.

For pR, an extrapolated electron density map was calculated

from the SVD-extracted difference map, and the atomic

model of pR was determined and refined as described for

the other pHs. For pB, the signal/noise ratio in the difference

map was too low to obtain a meaningful extrapolated map.

There is some signal on the chromophore foot and also on

Arg-52 that may indicate the presence of some pB at very

low occupancy. At this level, the refinement of a pB struc-

ture from the pH 9 data is not feasible. Therefore, for a

subsequent kinetic analysis at pH 9, we used the pB struc-

ture refined at pH 7 together with the pR structure deter-

mined from the pH 9 data.

Structural analysis of intermediates at pH 4, pH 7,

and pH 9

The data collection and refinement statistics are very similar

for all pH values, and are shown in Table S2 for the pR and

pB states at pH 4. Our pR intermediate consists of two previ-

ously reported distinct conformations (pRCW and pRE46Q)

(12) (Figs. 4 and 5). Differences in the relative occupancy

of pRCW and pRE46Q are observed in the pR state (Table

S2). In pRCW, the hydrogen bond of the phenolate oxygen

of the chromophore with Tyr-42 and Glu-46 is preserved

with distances of 2.9 Å and 2.7 Å, respectively, at the neutral

pH; 2.8 Å for both at pH 4; and 2.9 Å for both at pH 9. In

pRE46Q, the hydrogen bond with Glu-46 is broken, whereas

it is preserved with Tyr-42 with a distance of 2.8 Å at all pH

values. In the pB state, the hydrogen bonds to both Tyr-42

and Glu-46 are broken. The chromophore head is exposed

to the solvent, and Arg-52 is ejected into the solvent.

On inspection of the extrapolated and difference density

maps of the pB state, a previously unobserved feature is de-

tected close to the chromophore phenolic oxygen (feature

a in Figs. 4 and 5). This feature is observed in the pB state

at both the neutral and low pH. We interpret this feature as

a water molecule that is hydrogen-bonded to the phenolate

oxygen of the chromophore. The hydrogen-bond distances

are 2.6 Å at pH 7 and 2.8 Å at pH 4. Most notably, and

FIGURE 4 Extrapolated and difference electron density maps at pH 7.

(A–D, left panels) pR. (E–H, right panels) pB. Extrapolated electron density

maps (blue contour lines in A, C, E, and G) are contoured at the 1s level.

Atomic models of intermediate states are depicted in orange. Difference

electron density maps (blue contour lines for positive, and red contour lines

for negative difference electron density in B, D, F, and H) are contoured

at 54s. The dark-state (pG) model is shown in yellow. (A and E)

Extrapolated maps before phase improvement. (C and G) Phase-improved

extrapolated maps calculated with 4
new. (B and F) Difference maps before

phase improvement. (D and H) Phase-improved difference maps calculated

with 4
new. The (difference) electron density feature a is indicated by the

arrow in E and G.

FIGURE 5 Extrapolated and difference electron density maps at pH 4.

(A–D, left panels) pR. (E–H, right panels) pB. Extrapolated electron density

maps (shown in blue in A, C, E, and G) are contoured at the 1s level.

Atomic models of intermediate states are shown in orange. Difference elec-

tron density maps (with positive density shown in blue, and negative shown

in red in B, D, F, and H) are contoured at 54s. The dark-state (pG) model

is shown in yellow. (A and E) Extrapolated maps before phase improve-

ment. (C and G) Phase-improved extrapolated maps calculated with 4
new.

(B and F) Difference maps before phase improvement. (D and H) Phase-

improved difference maps calculated with 4
new. The (difference) electron

density features a and b are indicated by the arrows.
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unexpectedly, another large electron density feature appears

in the chromophore pocket of pB near Glu-46 and Tyr-42 at

pH 4 only (feature b in Fig. 5, E and G). We interpret this

feature as an additional water molecule. This water mole-

cule is hydrogen-bonded to Tyr-Oh (2.7 Å), and weakly

hydrogen-bonded to Glu-46 O
ε1 (3.3 Å).

Kinetic mechanism

The relaxation times obtained from the RSV fit of the SVD

analysis are shown in Table 1. No significant differences are

observed for the relaxation times of the pR state at pH 4

(208 ms) and pH 7 (175 ms). However, this relaxation time

is significantly slower at pH 9 (1.5 ms). The relaxation

time for the pB to dark-state transition is >52-fold longer

at pH 4 (478 ms) than at the neutral pH (9.2 ms).

We performed a posterior analysis (15) using the experi-

mental difference electron density maps, the calculated

time-independent difference electron density of the interme-

diates, and a candidate chemical mechanism (see Material

and Methods, and Fig. 2 A). The kinetic model used in

this case is a simple three-state model (a dark state and

two intermediates) that employs three rate coefficients,

one of which provides a direct route from pR to pG. At all

pH values, we obtained a consistent fit using this mecha-

nism. At pH 7, the rate coefficient k3 is much smaller than

k1 (Table 1). Consequently, the path from pR directly to

pG is irrelevant at pH 7 (Fig. 2 C). In contrast, at pH 4,

the rate coefficient k3 is>20% of k1. A fraction of the mole-

cules relaxes directly from pR to pG (Fig. 2 B). At pH 9, the

low occupation of pB did not allow refinement of k1 and k2.

The rate coefficient k3 is 494 s%1 (Table 1). Consequently,

pR decays mainly directly to pG, and pB is essentially

absent at pH 9 (Fig. 2 D).

We checked the multiplication factor Nc (used to generate

the extrapolated structure factors) for consistency with our

kinetic analysis. The time points used to obtain the averaged

pB difference map at pH 7 are 1 ms and 4 ms, where the

concentration of pB decreases with time (Fig. 3 B). The

time points used to obtain the averaged pR difference map

at this pH are 1 ms, 4 ms, and 8 ms, where the pR concentra-

tion is constant. As a consequence, Nc is larger for pB than

for pR at pH 7. At pH 4, the time points used to obtain the

averaged pB difference map are 1 ms, 4 ms, and 8 ms, where

the concentrations are constant with time (Fig. 3 A).

However, because a significant fraction of molecules revert

directly from pR to pG at this pH, the peak concentration of

molecules is lower in the pB state than in the pR state. As

a result, Nc is also larger for pB than for pR at pH 4. This

is consistent with the concentration profile of pR and pB

states calculated from our kinetic analysis at both pH 4

and pH 7 (Fig. 2, A and B).

DISCUSSION

A significant 52-fold increase in the second relaxation time

(t2) at pH 4 compared with the neutral pH agrees with

studies that suggested that the pB relaxation slows down

with acidification (8,10,22). The pB state persists for

a much longer time at low pH compared with neutral pH.

The relaxation time t2 for the pB to pG transition at neutral

pH (9.2 ms) is in agreement with previous crystallographic

studies (12,28), but it is comparatively faster than that

observed in solution (9,36). These differences were also

reported previously (37,38) and attributed to intermolecular

contacts in the crystal lattice. Earlier time-resolved studies

on PYP at pH 7 (12) revealed a second pB phase, denoted

pB2, that was occupied to a lesser extent than pB1. The

structures of pB1 and pB2 are identical in the chromophore

region, and differ only with regard to the N-terminus. Here,

only the chromophore region is subject to the SVD where

pB1 and pB2 are identical, and consequently we only ob-

serve two significant singular values and vectors. The phase

at 71 ms may be an indication of pB2.

The appearance of the electron density features a and

b (Figs. 4 and 5), which are attributed to water molecules,

is an important result of our experiment. Feature a outside

the chromophore pocket (Figs. 4 and 5, E and G), was

observed previously but was interpreted as double confor-

mation of Arg-52 (12,15). Because of the superior quality

TABLE 1 Relaxation times and rate coefficients

Relaxation times pH ¼ 4 pH ¼ 7 pH ¼ 9*

t1 208 (512) ms 175 (58) ms 1.5 (50.1) ms

t2 478 (50.2) ms 9.2 (50.2) ms 20 (50.1) ms

Rate coefficients

k1 13800 (53.12) s%1 9730 (5 9.58) s%1 0.0

k2 0.475 (50.002) s%1 55.8 (51.02) s%1 0.0

k3 2940 (55.62) s%1 0 494 (551.5) s%1

tP (from rate coefficients)
tP1 ¼ 1=ðk1 þ k3Þz60ms

tP2 ¼ 1=k2z2s

tP1 ¼ 1=k1z100ms

tP2 ¼ 1=k2z18ms
tP1 ¼ 1=k3z2ms

Relaxation times t1 and t2 for pR and pB states, respectively, for the three different pH conditions as derived from the fit to the RSVs of the SVD analysis (see

also Fig. 3, vertical lines). The rate coefficients are obtained from the posterior analysis for pH 4, pH 7, and pH 9. The relaxation times tP are calculated from

the rate coefficients as indicated (see also Fig. 2).

*At this level of pB occupation, refinement of k1 and k2 is not possible.
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of the data collected at the recently upgraded Laue beamline

at BioCARS (27), we were able to change this interpreta-

tion. However, of most importance, the solvent molecule

corresponding to the feature b in Fig. 5, E and G, is only

observed in pB at pH 4. This water is hydrogen-bonded to

Tyr-42 and Glu-46. This observation is in agreement with

the previous Fourier transform infrared studies at neutral

pH (Fig. 4 of Brudler et al. (9)) and pH 5 (Fig. 4 a of Shimizu

et al. (39)). The 1759 cm%1 and 1747 cm%1 peaks for pH 7

and pH 5, respectively, belong to the carboxyl group of

Glu-46. The peak at 1759 cm%1 shifts to 1747 cm%1 once

the pH is lowered. This can be explained by the appearance

of the water molecule we observe here. The presence of

water increases the hydrophilic environment near Glu-46

at low pH. A hydrogen bond from a solvent molecule to

Glu-46 residue was previously proposed for the interme-

diate spectral form of PYP (40); however, this was attributed

to the effects of temperature and the chaotrope-dependent

partial denaturation of PYP.

The water molecule corresponding to the other electron

density feature, a, in Figs. 4 and 5 is present outside the

pocket. It is hydrogen-bonded to the phenolate oxygen of

the chromophore in the pB state. This water is observed at

both pH 7 and pH 4. The previously reported absorption

maximum of the pB state in the denatured form (340 nm)

is blue-shifted by 15 nm compared with the native form

(355 nm) (7,41). Studies on the pCT% analog of the cinna-

moyl chromophore without a protein environment have

shown that a blue shift of ~60 nm occurs when the solvent

is changed from dimethylformamide (aprotic) to water

(protic) (42). This change was proposed to be due to the

formation of two hydrogen bonds to the phenolate oxygen,

affecting the electronic transitions in the chromophore.

Thus, the blue shift of the pB state indicates the presence

of a hydrogen bond to the chromophore phenolate oxygen.

Indeed, the water observed in feature a is responsible for

this hydrogen bond. Once PYP denatures further, the pB

may become even more solvated by forming hydrogen

bonds to additional waters, resulting in the reported addi-

tional 15 nm blue shift.

Consistent fits of time-dependent concentrations at pH 7

and pH 4 obtained from the posterior analysis for the

proposed simple mechanism are shown in Fig. 2, C and B,

respectively. A more comprehensive mechanism was previ-

ously elucidated (12). Here, we focused our analysis on the

chromophore region and therefore on two pR states and only

one of the pB states observed previously, namely, pB1 (12).

The other pB state, pB2, is characterized by the same chro-

mophore conformation as pB1. The third relaxation time at

pH 7 may be an indication of pB2. The pB2 peak occupation

is much smaller than that of pB1, but pB2 shows structural

changes in the N-terminal cap region that persist for a longer

time and are absent in the pB1 state (12). At pH 4, a fraction

of molecules (20%) in the pR state revert directly back to the

dark state, and the rest (80%) form the pB state. In contrast,

at neutral pH, the number of activated molecules in the pho-

tocycle remains constant until the dark state repopulates. It

seems that formation of pB is most likely at pH 7. The

observed relaxation time t1 for the pR to pB transition at

neutral pH is in agreement with previous studies that ob-

tained similar values in crystal and solution (9,12,13).

Both pRE46Q and pRCW constitute the structure of the pR

state at pH 7. At pH 4 the sum of the refined rate coeffi-

cients, k1 þ k3, is 16,740 1/s. Its inverse, 1/(k1 þ k3) ¼
60 ms, should match the relaxation time t1 from the SVD

analysis. However, t1 ¼ 207 ms, which is longer by a factor

of ~3 (Table 1). However, there is potential evidence for

this behavior in the second RSV at pH 4. There is a small

dip at just ~60 ms (arrow in Fig. 3 A). Although this dip

may be just a systematic error, it may also indicate different

timescales for the pRCW and pRE46Q relaxations. At pH 4, it

could be that pRE46Q, which is occupied to ~20%, also

corresponds to the 20% of molecules that relax on a different

pathway than pRCW, directly to pG (see above). However,

we are unable to determine this from our data alone. A

mechanism can only be determined unambiguously if

multiple time series are collected under various conditions,

such as at different temperatures (28). However, different

timescales for the pRCW and pRE46Q relaxations at pH 7

were also observed previously (12). When five-dimensional

crystallographic data (28) become available, the simple

three-state model we used for posterior analysis and SVD

will have to be modified to properly account for the relaxa-

tions in this time range. The abovementioned 60 ms for the

pR relaxation at pH 4 is faster than 1/k1~100 ms at pH 7, and

hence the pR to pB transition accelerates. Genick et al. (10)

also observed such an acceleration at low pH, which was

structurally more complex than anticipated.

The deceleration of the dark-state recovery from the pB

state at pH 4 is due to the presence of water in the chromo-

phore active site. For the chromophore to relax back to the

dark state, the interactions of this water molecule with

Tyr-42, Glu-46, and possibly Thr-50 must be broken and

the chromophore head interactions with these residues

must be reestablished. Consequently, the water molecule

can be understood as a transient inhibitor. The water enters

the chromophore pocket in concert with pB formation after

~200 ms, filling the void left by the chromophore. Because

the pB formation and water appearance are so intimately

linked, the rate of water binding must be greater than that

of pB formation, such that the water appears at the instant

pB is formed. The water stays in the pocket and exits again

after ~1 s. We propose that at pH 4, Glu-46 is protonated in

the pB state. Consequently, the water molecule that we

identify in the pocket may be a hydronium ion (H3O
þ)

that neutralizes the negative charge on the Glu-46. This

putative neutral electrostatics in the chromophore pocket

may be one of the reasons why a larger fraction of mole-

cules (compared with pH 7) relax directly from pR to pG

at pH 4.
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At pH 9, PYP essentially stops cycling through the pB

state. The pB occupation is very low. A meaningful kinetic

analysis which includes the pB intermediate is not possible

at this pH. Hence, at pH 9, essentially all pR directly

reverts to pG on the fast millisecond timescale. The photo-

cycle speeds up by bypassing the signaling state pB.

However, compared with pH 7 and pH 4, pR persists

much longer at pH 9, in agreement with other studies

(10). The t1 of 1.5 ms agrees well with 1/k3 ¼ 2 ms at

pH 9 (Table 1). This timescale is approximately an order

of magnitude longer than at lower pH values. Obviously,

the high pH prevents the detachment of the chromophore

head from the hydrogen-bonding network. If pR is pre-

vented from relaxing to another state, the relevant time-

scale for reisomerization of the chromophore is t1, hence

it is ~1.5 ms. To stabilize the cis configuration further

into the longer milliseconds to seconds range, another state

has to be populated. At pH 4 and 7, the pR state decays

much faster at 200 ms to pB. Hence, pB can be considered

as a special intermediate that is occupied quickly to stabi-

lize the chromophore in the cis configuration for an

extended period of time. This is simply achieved by

exposing the chromophore to the solvent, allowing the

chromophore head to be hydrated, as evidenced by feature

a in our maps.

We believe that at high pH, the chromophore will never

acquire a proton when detaching from the Tyr-42 and

Glu-46 hydrogen-bonding network, and hence will remain

negatively charged. It seems that this negatively charged

phenolate cannot form a stable pB structure. A potentially

unstable pB conformation would offer an intriguing alterna-

tive for a kinetic mechanism. At pH 9, the pB state could

relax with a faster rate than it forms (k2 > k1). pB would

not accumulate, and consequently would not be observable.

However, when the coupled differential equations of this

sequential mechanism are solved with rates that correspond

to the extended lifetime of pR and to the lifetime t2 of the

small second phase (Fig. 3 C), we cannot reproduce small

concentrations of pB (not shown). However, there is

evidence of some minor remnant of a pB phase in the

RSVs. This fact and the very noisy maps in this time regime

may indicate the presence of a strongly disordered pB state.

Although a structure cannot be determined from our data,

evidence for pB is found in spectroscopy by a blue shift to

420 nm on a timescale of several hundred milliseconds

(43). This blue shift, however, is distinct from the one

observed at pH 7 (355 nm) and may not necessarily be

associated with ordered structure. In any case, the 12 s wait-

ing time between pulses is sufficient for even this antici-

pated, disordered structure to return to pG, because the 1 s

time point is free of even a faint signal. The absence of

pB at high pH and the prolongation of the lifetime of

pB at low pH suggest that PYP may act as a pH-sensing

device in bacteria. This hypothesis, however, awaits in vivo

verification.
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